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VER – Travessa da Ermida opens next july 22nd in Aldeia Histórica de Idanha-a-Velha at 

5 p.m. and can be seen until October 1st 2017. 

 

This exhibition gathers a significant number of artworks from Travessa da Ermida’s 

collection, a cultural project that has been promoting, since 2008, culture and arts in 

their most different dimensions under the direction of Eduardo Fernandes.  

 



With a two decades temporal extension – side by side with Centro Cultural Raiano, that 

celebrates its 20th anniversary – the collection represents a selection of Portuguese 

contemporary artworks produced in the past years.  

 

Artworks by Albuquerque Mendes, Albano Afonso, Alberto Carneiro, Bela Silva, Daniel 

Blaufuks, João Maria Gusmão + Pedro Paiva, João Noutel, Madalena éme, Nelson 

Cardoso, Paulo Brighenti, Rui Chafes, Susanne Themlitz will be shown in Lagar de Varas 

and respective patio. The sequence ‘Da natureza das coisas’ by Valter Vinagre will be 

exhibited in Capela de S. Dâmaso, another reference space in this historical little village.  

 

Paulo Longo and Mariana Salgueiro are the curators and this initiative, led by the 

Município de Idanha-a-Nova and Projecto Travessa da Ermida, gives continuity to the 

decentralized intervention plan, developed by Centro Cultural Raiano, aiming to 

promote dialogue between centres and outer areas, in a comprehensive culture access 

model having as scenario rural communities in municipality of Idanha-a-Nova.  
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Opening Hours Lagar das Varas and Capela de S. Dâmaso 

Monday to Friday. Winter (October to March) 9:30h - 13h/14h - 17:30h. Summer (April 

to September) 10h - 13h/ 14h - 18h.  
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Travessa da Ermida 

Fábia Fernandes  

+351 213 637 / ermida@travessadaermida.com 

www.travessadaermida.com  
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http://roteiromuseus.ccdrc.pt/museu_ficha.aspx?idMuseu=255&tipologia=2  

 

About Paulo Longo 

Graduated in Anthropology by Instituto Superior de Ciências do Trabalho e da Empresa 

– ISCTE. In here he has initiated his interest in ethnographic drawing, which he has 

developed with great intensity since 1995 when he started to work in Idanha-a-Nova’s 

Municipality. Within the projecto of Centro Cultural Raiano, with which he 

collaborates, he has produced several illustrations from his investigations (Oleiros de 

Idanha; Agricultura nos Campos de Idanha, Tecnologia Tradicional do Azeite em 

Portugal, Doces de Festa) and projects of diffusion (visit guides, ADUFE - Revista 

Municipal de Cultura) on themes related to the territory of Idanha-a-Nova. He is part 

of Idanha-a-Nova Municipality’s permanent board of staff since 2004 developing 

projects of investigation, Museology, exhibitions’ curatorship in Portugal and abroad, 

ethnographic drawing, edition, programming and local development. He has published 

8 articles (in partnership), has two book chapters, a published book (specialized 

catalogue), is co-author of three works and edition coordinator of ADUFE - Revista 

Municipal de Cultura. Currently he is responsible for the Education Division, Social 

Action, Culture, Tourism and Sports and Free Time of Idanha-a-Nova’s Municipality. He 

is part of the Strasbourg Club Culture Comission work and the focal point of Idanha-a-

Nova’s Cidade Criativa da Música da UNESCO. 

 

Sobre Mariana Salgueiro 

Mariana Salgueiro has lived most of her life in São Miguel d’Acha, in Idanha-a-Nova’s 

Municipality, however it was in Lisbon she studied Cultural Management and chose to 

be a curator. Currently she is finishing a Master’s degree in Critic, Curatorship and Art 

Theories in Faculdade de Belas-Artes da UL, for which she develops a project that took 

her back to her roots together with Centro Cultural Raiano, about private collections. 

She works in Lisbon and Idanha-a-Nova in several contemporary art projects.  
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